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Biological roles of specific peptides
in enzymes
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ABSTRACT
It has recently been shown (Kunik et al.,
PLOS Comput Biol 2007;3(8):e167) that the
occurrence of specific peptides (SPs) on
sequences of enzymes allows for accurate EC
classification of enzymes. We inquire whether
these SPs play important roles in bringing
about the enzymatic function. This is assessed
by cross-checking the occurrence of SPs on
enzymes with Swiss-Prot annotations and
PDB spatial structures of enzymes. Analyzing
the coverage of functional annotations of
enzymes, we demonstrate that SPs contain
major fractions of all annotated features.
This result is statistically highly significant
and associates over 10% of all SPs with important biological markers. Concentrating on
DNA binding regions, relevant to LexA
repressor enzymes, we find interesting coverage patterns. Moreover, for the same data, we
demonstrate that SPs allow for subclassification of the relevant bacteria into phylogenetic
classes. An analysis of mutagen annotations
on SPs appearing on all enzymes leads to the
conclusion that mutations on SPs tend to
damage the enzymatic function much more
than expected from a background model,
hence SPs are of high importance to enzymatic functions. SPs that lie in 3D pockets
that are shared by active and binding sites,
are shown to be significantly enriched by glycine, leading to the hypothesis that they are
responsible for conformational plasticity.
Finally we show that SPs can partially resolve
outstanding difficult problems of convergent
evolution by representing correctly enzyme
functions in spite of remote homologies in
sequence and in structure.
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INTRODUCTION
Conventional methods for protein classification utilize sequence similarity to proteins whose functions or structures are well known. Such
homology-based annotation transfer may be problematic1 and alternative methods are needed. A recent study2 has shown that deterministic
linear motifs may turn out to be a very useful tool for this purpose. Focusing on functional classification of all enzymes, they employed a novel
unsupervised motif extraction algorithm MEX,3 looking for sequences of
amino-acids that obey context-dependent statistical conditions. Kunik
et al.2 have proceeded to screen the MEX motifs by using the enzyme
commision (EC) four-level hierarchy, picking out those that are specific
to particular branches (sets of indices) of the EC. The latter were named
specific peptides (SPs). It turned out that they provide classification of
enzymes according to the EC hierarchy with coverage of 93%. The SPs
are strings of, on average, 8  5 amino-acids. Although only enzyme
sequences were used in the analysis, and no further biological constraints
served as input to the derivation of these classification markers, it was
shown2 that most annotated active and binding sites of enzymes are
covered by SPs. Moreover, other SPs were found to reside in 3D pockets
inhabited by active sites. Thus it seems that SPs play important roles in
carrying out the function of the enzyme. Here we wish to further investigate this point, by calculating SP coverage of annotated features other
than active and binding sites, looking for the sensitivity of enzymes to
mutations of amino-acids on SPs, and pointing out new observations
concerning SPs, such as their roles in the realization of conformational
plasticity of enzymes, and their success in classification of enzymes
whose function converged with evolution.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
SP sets

Kunik et al.2 have investigated 50,698 enzyme sequences of the 48.3
SwissProt release of October 2005. The same dataset is used in our
study. They have extracted 42,874 SPs that specify the full EC number,
that is, it corresponds to level four of the EC hierarchy and are denoted
the SP4 set. Other SPs divide into 2945 in the SP3 set, 1159 in the SP2
set, and 5414 in the SP1 set. We employ these sets of SPs in our analysis.
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equivalent in size and number to the occurrences of real
features. This is carried out on a nonredundant set of
enzymes, constructed by finding all enzymes that include
the said feature, and choosing one arbitrary enzyme for
each EC number. We calculate the score as the number
of standard deviations (of the background model)
between the coverage of the feature by SPs and the average coverage in the background model. The background
model is run 30 times to accumulate statistics.
Statistical significance of the
mutagen analysis

Figure 1
Example of an active pocket, on enzyme 1AG1O (PDB id), drawn using JMOL
(www.jmol.org). Amino acids belonging to the active pocket are marked both in
the spatial structure (above) and in the sequence (below, highlighted). The
active sites are in red, and the SPs appearing on this enzyme are underlined. It
can be noted that the first SP, GAFTGE, does not contain any amino acids
belonging to the active pocket, while the second SP, LGHSERR, covers the active
site, H, and contains three more amino acids belonging to the active pocket.
Since it contains at least four amino acids belonging to the active pocket, it is
defined as residing in the pocket. Three partially ovelapping SPs exist around
location 210. Only one of them, ILYGGSV, is defined as residing in the pocket.

The appearance of an SP on the sequence of an enzyme
implies that the enzyme belongs to the particular EC
branch to which the SP belongs. On average 15.6 SPs
appear on an enzyme. Obviously their EC assignments
have to be consistent with one another. Examples of SPs
on an enzyme sequence are shown in Figure 1. A web
tool that returns the SPs appearing on a given enzyme is
available at http://adios.tau.ac.il/SPSearch. When using
SPs for functional classification of novel enzymes, Kunik
et al.2 have shown that EC classification based on the
occurrence of more than one SP on an enzyme’s
sequence has a high degree of accuracy (see caption of
Table S2 there).
Statistical significance of SP coverage
of annotated features

To analyze the significance of SP coverage of a given
SwissProt annotated feature, as in Table I, we compare
this coverage to the expected value of a background
model. The latter is defined by labeling randomly picked
strings from the enzyme’s sequence as pseudo-features,

We analyze the effect of single site mutations of SPs
on enzymatic function. To do so the SwissProt annotation MUTAGEN is used. It denotes single sites which
have been experimentally altered by mutagenesis, specifying whether it was successful (damaging the enzymatic
function) or not. Using our dataset, a population is constructed of all MUTAGEN annotations that do not coincide with active, binding, or metal binding sites, since
the latter are already known to be crucial sites for the
enzymes’ performance. The size of the population is
defined as N. The number of successes in the population
is defined as D. A hypergeometric distribution is constructed, describing the number of successes k in a
sequence of n draws from a finite population N without
replacement. In our application n will be the number of
MUTAGEN annotations that are covered by SPs. The
said probability for k 5 X successful events is given by:
 

D
N D
k
nk
 
Prðk ¼ XÞ ¼ f ðk; N ; D; nÞ ¼
N
n
In our analysis we have X 5 867, N 5 2814, D 5 2562
and n 5 919. The P-value is the cumulant of this distribution, that is, Pr(k  867).
Statistical significance of SPs residing
in active pockets

We define2 an active pocket to be a 3D pocket in the
spatial structure of an enzyme that includes an active or
binding site. An SP is defined as residing in an active
pocket if at least four of its amino acids belong to it. Figure 1 shows an example of the structure of an active
pocket, the amino-acids belonging to it, SPs residing in
it, and other SPs. The data regarding the amino acids
that constitute pockets was taken from the CASTp database.4 For every event, defined as the occurrence of a
given SP within an active pocket in a given enzyme, a Pvalue is defined based on the probability that a randomly
chosen motif, of the same length as the SP, falls within
the active pocket. Significant events are selected according to an FDR limit5 of 0.05.
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Table I
Coverage of Biological Function Sites

Feature
PEPTIDE
CA_BIND
ZN_FING
DNA_BIND
NP_BIND
MOTIF
SITE
CARBOHYD
ACT_SITE
BINDING
METAL
All

No. of features

Coverage

cov NR

cov rand NR

33
141
349
131
9331
3346
3757
8895
28,305
22,429
38,587
113,485

36%
19%
48%
79%
75%
71%
52%
15%
64%
64%
59%
59%

—
—
—
—
65%
—
—
13%
55%
45%
39%
43%

—
—
—
—
42%
—
—
20%
21%
22%
17%
22%

Score in STDs (P-value)

7.7 (P

3.7
30.8
16.0
23.6
34.4

(P
(P
(P
(P
(P

—
—
—
—
5 6.8e-15)
—
—
5 1.1e-04)
5 0)
5 0)
5 0)
5 0)

The first column contains the feature annotation as it appears in SwissProt. Their descriptions are listed below. Next is the number of annotations found on the data
set, then the percentage of these annotations that were covered by SPs. Next follow the nonredundant (NR) data set: the fourth column shows the coverage of features
within the NR set, the next column shows the expected value of the coverage in the background model. Finally is the score in standard deviations and when compared
with the background model (see Methods). The P-value is given in brackets, P 5 0 meaning that it is smaller than the smallest positive normalized floating-point in
MATLAB. The score is left blank if the NR data set (of enzymes that are annotated with the given feature) is smaller than 100. The last row displays the result when all
the annotations are taken into consideration, avoiding double counting.
SwissProt feature identifiers: PEPTIDE - Extent of a released active peptide; CA_BIND - Extent of a calcium-binding region; ZN_FING - Extent of a zinc finger region;
DNA_BIND - Extent of a DNA-binding region; NP_BIND - Extent of a nucleotide phosphate-binding region; MOTIF - Short (up to 20 amino acids) sequence motif of
biological interest; SITE - Any interesting single amino-acid site on the sequence, that is not defined by another feature key. It can also apply to an amino acid bond
which is represented by the positions of the two flanking amino acids; CARBOHYD - Glycosylation site; ACT_SITE - Amino acid(s) involved in the activity of an
enzyme; BINDING - Binding site for any chemical group (coenzyme, prosthetic group, etc.); METAL - Binding site for a metal ion.

Statistical significance of differences
between amino-acid distributions

Comparing amino-acid frequency distributions, we
define the frequency of each amino acid in all enzymes as
Xi (i 5 A, C, D. . .W, Y) and the corresponding frequency
in a certain set of SPs as Yi. We then calculate the differences between the frequencies for each amino acid, Zi 5 Yi
2 Xi, and evaluate the average and standard deviation.
The P-value can be calculated for each amino-acid.

RESULTS

(see Methods). Significance is evaluated only for features
whose nonredundant set contains more than 100 enzymes.
The nonredundant calculation leads to an over-all coverage
of 43% of all features, with significance of 34 standard
deviations in comparison with the background model (Pvalue < 102308, the smallest positive normalized floatingpoint in MATLAB).
Although the results bear high statistical significance it
should be pointed out that the number of SPs carrying
these biological markers is only a fraction of the total
number of SP matches on these enzymes. Considering all
events in Table I we find that 3534 out of 38,799 SPs (i.e.
10.8%) carry the relevant annotations.

SPs and annotated biological features
Coverage of annotated biological features

Coverage of DNA binding regions of LexA repressors

SPs are known to contain 64% of annotated active and
binding sites, compared to 23%  1% of randomly
selected amino acids.2 Here we extend the analysis of SPs
to cover most annotated features in SwissProt, and present the results in Table I.
Amongst the most impressive results are the SP coverage
of DNA binding annotations (79%), of nucleotide phosphate-binding annotations (75%), and of annotations of
short sequence motifs of biological interest (71%). We will
return to the DNA binding data in the next section. Next
we find in Table I the active and binding site results, mentioned in the introduction. We see that also the coverage
of metal binding sites is quite impressive, especially when
considering the large amounts of data. To evaluate the significance of the coverage of a certain feature, we assemble
a nonredundant (and therefore unbiased) set of enzymes

SwissProt annotations of DNA binding regions are continuous sequences of amino-acids and are mostly associated with LexA repressors, selfcatalytic enzymes belonging
to EC 5 3.4.21.88 that bind to the SOS regulon of genes
that are responsible for DNA repair.6–8 The binding
regions tend to be of the same length, around 21 aminoacids, and are part of a spatial H-T-H structure.8 We have
analyzed 93 LexA enzymes that contain an SP match on a
DNA binding region annotation. Figure 2 displays the coverage, by SPs, of each location along the DNA binding
region. This coverage is high, of the order of 70%, at the
beginning and at the end of the domain. These two regions
coincide with helix structures in this H-T-H stretch of the
enzyme. For comparison we display in Figure 3 the
sequence logo9,10 of information carried by single aminoacids in the DNA binding regions, as determined for the
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different bacteria belonging to this group: Table II shows
the sets of SPs observed in the binding region on proteobacteria of the types a, b, g, and others. The sets of SPs
clearly allow for subclassification of the relevant bacteria
in 3.4.21.88 into three classes: (1) a-proteobacteria, (2)
b, and g-proteobacteria, and (3) others. Thus we observe
here SPs that are not only EC specific but also specific to
phylogenetic classes.
Mutated SPs damage enzyme function

Figure 2
Comparison of SP coverage versus amino acid information in DNA binding
regions of LexA enzymes. The x axis represents the position from the beginning
of the DNA binding region. Black boxes display the percentage of DNA binding
regions covered by SPs per position. White boxes represent the amount of
information contained in single amino acids per position (as percentage of
maximal information). Positions 1–7 and 13–20 are characteristically associated
with helix structures in this H-T-H binding region of LexA.

same set of enzymes (the sum of all information values is
also displayed in Fig. 2). Comparing SP coverage with the
amino-acid logo plot we find that the conserved positions
3, 4, 19, and 20 in the latter are consistent with the SP
coverage pattern, yet the conserved positions 9, 10, and 12
appear in a region (coinciding with the spatial ‘‘turn’’
region) with very low SP coverage. Moreover, regions with
large SP coverage contain positions such as 1, 2, and 18
where no single amino-acid carries any large information.
We conclude that SP coverage carries information that is
complementary to that of single amino-acids. In particular,
SPs seem to coincide with the helix regions at the beginning and the end of the DNA binding region.

Having assessed that SPs cover annotations of biological importance in a statistically significant manner, it is
of interest to obtain a result on a more global scale.
What is the relevance of SPs in general, especially those
that do not cover sites of known biological importance?
The ultimate test for biological relevance of a certain
motif is experimentally altering its amino acids by mutagenesis, and looking for changes in the enzymatic function.
There are 3509 MUTAGEN annotations in our dataset.
Since active sites, binding sites, and metal binding sites
are already known to be crucial to the enzymes’ performance, we eliminate them from the set that we consider.
We are then left with 2814 MUTAGEN annotations, 2562
of which affect the enzymatic function. An event of a
MUTAGEN annotation is defined as successful if the
mutation in question has damaged the enzyme’s performance and unsuccessful if not. 919 MUTAGEN annotations are covered by SPs, 867 of which are successful.
Using the hypergeometric distribution to compare this
result with the total set of MUTAGEN successes we conclude that the P-value of the observed results (see Methods) is 3.5e206, making them highly significant. This
supports the statement that mutated SPs, as a whole,
tend to damage the enzymatic function.

Phylogenetic classification of bacteria through
SPs on LexA

Glycine-enriched SPs in active pockets

Another interesting result is obtained by looking at the
SP content of the binding region of LexA enzymes of the

SPs were found to be located in 3D pockets containing
active or binding sites,2 to which we refer as active

Figure 3
Sequence Logo of LexA DNA binding regions.
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Table II

Table IV

Subclassification of Proteobacteria According to SPs that Cover the Binding
Regions of Their LexA Enzymes

Thirteen Sets of Functionally Convergent Enzymes from Ref. 19

Type

No. of
Enzymes

Alpha

17

Beta

8

Gamma

Other

37

42

Sets of SPs
16
1
4
3
1
14
11
5
4
1
1
1
16
8
5
4
4
3
2

KSGIHR, PSFDEMK, SKSGIHRLI
KSGIHR, SKSGIHRLI
GFRSPNAAE, PPTRAEI
NAAEEHL, PPTRAEI
PPTRAEI
NAAEEHL, PPTRAEI
AEEHLKALARKGVIEI, GFRSPNAAE,
NAAEEHL, PPTRAEI
RAAQYHLEALE
GFRSPNAAE, NAAEEHL, PPTRAEI
NAAEEHL
AEEHLKALARKGVIEI, PPTRAEI
GFRSPNAAE, PPTRAEI
SVREIG, GYPPSVREI, STVHGH
RGYPPSIREI
SVREIG, GYPPSVREI,
REIGQAVGL, STVHGH
GYPPSVREI, STVHGH
STVHGH
REIGQAVGL
GYPPSVREI

The first column contains the class of proteobacteria, followed by the numbers of
relevant enzymes belonging to them. Next come sets of SPs whose common
appearance is observed on these enzymes, preceded by the number of their occurrences. SP sets appearing on different classes (1: a, 2: b and g, 3: other) are disjoint.

pockets. An example is shown in Figure 1. Their statistical significance was determined by comparison to a background model (see Methods). Here we stress a novel
finding concerning this particular set of SPs. Comparing
the relative frequencies of all amino-acids occurring on
these SPs with the frequencies observed on enzymes in
general one finds a clear overrepresentation of glycine.
Table III compares the glycine frequency on enzymes
with that on SPs in general and with SPs in active
pockets. It turns out that it is highest for SPs that lie in
these active pockets.

Table III
Frequencies of the Glycine Amino Acid in Various Data Sets

Dataset
All enzymes
All SPs
SPs in active pockets
SPs in active pockets, not on site
Amino acids in active pockets
Amino acids in active pockets not on SPs

Glycine frequency
7.50
9.20
11.1% (P 5 4.0e-04)
11.0% (P 5 2.9e-04)
8.60%
7.30%

SPs in active pockets refers to SPs whose occurrence in active pockets is statistically significant (see Methods). The P-value refers to a comparison with frequency
distributions of amino-acids in all enzymes (see Methods). Glycine frequency is
normal when considering all SPs and amongst the amino acids that constitute the
active pockets and that are not contained in SPs.
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EC

SwissProt 1

Fold 1

L1

SwissProt 2

Fold 2

L2

1.11.1.10
1.15.1.1
3.1.3.48
3.1.26.4
3.2.1.4
3.2.1.8
3.2.1.14
3.2.1.73
3.2.1.73
3.2.1.91
3.5.2.6
4.2.1.1
5.2.1.8
5.4.99.5

prxc_psepy
sodc1_orysa
ptpa_strco
rnh_ecoli
gun_bacsz
xyn_triha
chia_tobac
gub_nicpl
gub_bacci
gux1_trivi
blp4_pseae
cah_mette
mip_trycr
chmu_yeast

3.048.001
2.001.007
3.028.001
3.038.003
1.061.001
2.018.001
3.001.001
3.001.001
1.061.001
2.018.001
5.003.001
2.053.001
4.018.001
1.079.001

1.*
4
—
4
—
4
4
3
—
4
4
—
4
—

prxc_curin
sodm_bacca
pyp3_schpo
rnh_bpt4
gun_paepo
xynb_thene
chix_pea
gub_bacsu

1.068.001
4.023.001
3.029.001
3.039.001
3.001.001
3.001.001
4.002.001
2.018.001

1.*
4
4
—
4.*
4
4
4

gux3_agabi
blab_bacce
cahz_brare
cypr_drome
chmu_bacsu

3.002.001
4.083.001
2.047.001
2.041.001
4.037.001

1
4
4
4
—

Each row contains a pair of enzymes sharing the same function, but for row 9
which contains one enzyme that shares the EC number with the pair of row 8.
For each enzyme we quote the SwissProt identification, the fold number and the
EC level to which we were able to classify it using SPs (L1, L2). Cases marked
by * correspond to doubtful classifications based on just one SP match on the
enzyme’s sequence.

Glycine is the smallest amino acid, having effectively
no side chain, and therefore bestows rotational flexibility
to the site (i.e appears in turns and hinges) and contributes to packing of nearby residues. It is generally
accepted11 that the location of glycines in the structure
of a protein influences its motion. Yan and Sun12 have
demonstrated in a study of X-ray crystallographic data of
23 enzymes that active site regions are rich in GXY and
YXG oligopeptides where X and Y are polar and nonpolar
residues. Hence they concluded that glycine residues may
provide conformational flexibility13–15 to active pockets
in enzymes. The strategic location of glycine at or in
close proximity to the active site has also been noted in
the same context for some other enzymes.16–18 Our
large-scale analysis in Table IV shows that glycine enrichment is mostly apparent in SPs that reside in active
pockets. Hence we hypothesize that these enriched SPs
are of particular importance for the conformational flexibility of the enzyme.
At this point we wish to recall that single site mutations involving glycines, that is, mutating glycines or
changing nonglycine to glycine residues, can be lethal.
Such mutations always affect protein stability,20,21 cause
changes in specificity,22 and are responsible for about
15% of human genetic diseases.23
SPs may resolve difficult
classification problems

Given the results quoted so far, that point to the biological importance of SPs, we turn to a classification
problem that is deemed to be very difficult, and could be
resolved by SPs provided they capture the essence of the
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function that is being assessed. Kunik et al.2 have shown
that EC classification based on the occurrence of more
than one SP on an enzyme’s sequence has a high degree
of accuracy (see caption of Table S2 there). Conventional
classification methods, using sequence or structural similarity, may fail to classify correctly enzymes whose functions converged with evolution — enzymes with different
ancestors that perform the same function. Such enzymes
may perform exactly the same function (i.e may have the
same four components of the EC number), and yet have
completely unrelated spatial structures (i.e involve different folds) as well as different sequences.
Hegyi et al.19 quote 13 sets of enzymes (12 pairs and
one triplet) with specific functional convergences involving different folds. These examples are shown in Table IV
where, in addition to the pairs of enzymes sharing the
same function, we display the fold numbers from SCOP
1.35 and the levels of correct EC hierarchy as determined
by SPs located on these enzymes (cases where only one
SP match occurs on the sequence, should be regarded as
doubtful classifications, and are designated by an * in Table IV). For example, the two enzymes in the 8th row in
Table IV perform beta-glucanase (EC 3.2.1.73). The first
enzyme, gub_nicpl, has a fold number 3.001.001 and SPs
classify it with the specificity of the third component of
the EC number 3.2.1 (L1 5 3). The second enzyme,
gub_bacsu, has a fold number 2.018.001 and SPs classifiy
its complete EC number (3.2.1.73), that is, L2 5 4. SPs
classify correctly 8 pairs out of the 13 sets, 5 of which are
classified completely (the full EC number).
The sequence similarity of the pairs of enzymes in Table IV is very small: Blastp24 run on these pairs (using
the BLOSUM64 similarity matrix, a gap penalty of 11
and a gap extension penalty of 1) finds no significant
similarity. Smith-Waterman25 similarity test with the
same parameters results in scores ranging between 24
and 131 (an average of 42.6  25.2). Hence we conclude
that SPs are able to compare correctly pairs of enzymes
with remote homology both in sequence and in structure. Thus we have partially resolved a difficult problem
in functional classification.19

DISCUSSION
The relevance of SPs to biological functions is evaluated by finding the coverage of residues that are known
to be crucial to these functions, such as active sites, metal
binding sites, Ca binding sites, and so forth. Most of the
functional annotations are well covered by SPs. The statistical significance of the observed coverage was evaluated
on nonredundant datasets. The results are extremely significant, establishing the existence of biological markers on
more than 10% of all SPs.
DNA binding region annotations for enzymes are relevant mainly to LexA repressors. We have found that their

coverage by SPs is peaked at the beginning and at the end
of the region, coinciding with the helices in an H-T-H spatial structure. Moreover we demonstrated that the information carried by the SPs is complementary to that derived
from evolutionary conservation of single amino-acids.
We have also demonstrated on the LexA enzymes, that
the SPs on the DNA binding region allow for phylogenetic subclassification of the species carrying these
enzymes. This could have been expected since SPs are
highly conserved fractions of proteins that belong to different species and share the same EC classification.
To verify the biological importance of any individual
SP one should perform some kind of alanine-experiment,
or any other single-site mutation on the different residues of the SP, to test how crucial the SP is to the function of the enzyme. In our large-scale study, this can be
replaced by checking the MUTAGEN annotations occurring on SP matches in enzyme sequences. Successes of
such mutagen experiments on SPs turn out to be highly
significant.
Analysing SPs that reside in active pockets we find that
they are significantly enriched with glycine. This holds
even when compared with the distribution of all residues
in active pockets. We suggest the interpretation that these
SPs are responsible for conformational plasticity in these
enzymes.
Finally we have studied the difficult classification problem of convergent evolution. SPs were found to be important carriers of information in remote homology situations as exemplified in Table IV. This is a particularly
difficult problem since the pairs of enzymes studied here
are dissimilar in both sequence and 3D structure.
CONCLUSION
Our study substantiates the importance of specific
peptides2 as biologically relevant functional elements. We
have also found further proof for their importance as
classification tools when straightforward sequence similarity does not provide a clear functional prediction.
In particular, we have presented new evidence for the
relevance of SPs to metal binding sites, to DNA binding
regions and to other features annotated in SwissProt
data. SPs were shown to be very sensitive to mutation
experiments, thus demonstrating their crucial importance
to maintaining the stability and functionality of enzymes.
Studying SPs that occur within spatial pockets containing active or binding sites, we have discovered that they
are glycine-enriched. This striking phenomenon suggests
that SPs are responsible for conformational plasticity.
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